Flexible modeling of malignant melanoma survival.
This paper compares the diagnostic capabilities of flexible ensemble methods modeling the survival time of melanoma patients in comparison to the well established proportional hazards model. Both a random forest type algorithm for censored data as well as a model combination of the proportional hazards model with recursive partitioning are investigated. Benchmark experiments utilizing the integrated Brier score as a measure for goodness of prediction are the basis of the performance assessment for all competing algorithms. For the purpose of comparing regression relationships represented by the models under test, we describe fitted conditional survival functions by a univariate measure derived from the area under the curve. Based on this measure, we adapt a visualization technique useful for the inspection and comparison of model fits. For the data of malignant melanoma patients the predictive performance of the competing models is on par, allowing for a fair comparison of the fitted relationships. Newly introduced MODplots visualize differences in the fitting structure of the underlying models. The paper provides a framework for comparing the predictive and diagnostic performance of a parametric, a non-parametric and a combined approach.